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Stratfords Present
Christian World Edu-j Kappa Delta Pi
Religious Commis- Midwinter Dance
Costume Play In
cation Conference Pledges Eleven New sion Worker Tells
Of College Held
Fine Manner
Held Here
Candidates
Of Work
Last Week
"MILESTONES" IS GIVEN IN Y. W. DOES BIG PIECE OF WORK ALPHA CHI CHAPTER NAMES
Rev. Mr. Minor C. Miller, commisMOST CAPABLE WAY BY
IN SECURING THESE LEADERS
sioner on Religious Education, in the DANCE SPONSORED BY COTILNEW MATERIAL FOR ITS
LOCAL CLUB
state of Virginia told in a most inter- LION CLUB IS MOST SUCCESSFUL
MEMBERSHIP
esting way in chapel Wednesday,
The college entertained several men
Friday night the Stratford Dra- on Wednesday and Thursday of this
Alphi Chi Chapter, of Kappa Delta February 20th some of the work of
On Saturday night, the annual
matic Club presented as its winter week through the Y. W. C. A. The Pi has announced as candidates eleven his commission since its beginning. dance, sponsored by the Bluestone
production "Milestones," a drama, in five leaders of the Christian World girls. The announcement was made The office was started in 1875.
Cotillion Club, was held in the gym of
Reed Hall.
Education conference were, Mr. Fred- at the regular chapel exercises last
As an introduction Rev. Miller Walter Reed Hall. Uusally a great
Written with the combined clever- erick Libby, Executive Secretary of ' Monday morning and the pledge ser- pointed out a few facts about religious success, this year's affair proved to be
ness of Arnold Bennett and Edward the National Council for the Preven- i vice was held that evening.
i training today. He said the number the most tremendous success of any
Knoblock "Miletones" is one of the tion of War; Mr. Floyd Shacklock,
Members of Kappa Delta Pi must °f children atending Sunday School dance ever held here.
most unusual of the best-known plays, authority on Japanese and Eastern be in the highest quartib of scholar- today is the smallest in years. The
The gym itself was a perfect backThe players, with the attractiveness culture and problems; Mr. Tom Tip- : ship during their residence on the Sunday School does not reach every- ground for the gay hue of evening
of the costumes added, made the per- pett, a discussor of labor conditions, j campus and must also be outstanding b°dy and some of its work is most dress. A futuristic scheme being the
formance one of the best ever present- problems and the rights of the work- I in their work for the furtherance of incomplete. The schools are not motive, the colors, with their startling
ed by the. dramatic club.
; ing man; Mr. Robert Eleazer an au- i education and reaching.
bringing in religious training as they brightness made an outstanding effect.
Theplotof the play was built around thority on Race Relations; and Mr.
The following candidates are the should. Rev. Miller further stated.
On the stage a huge fan of the
the similar struggle witnessed in a James Myers another discussor of names of the pledge members to Kap- They are touching upon morality but bright modernistic hues could be seen,
family for three generations. The Industrial RelationV,^
pa Delta Pi: Phyllis Palmer, Eva not religion.
the colors blending perefctly.
This
domineering and at the same time "All of the men had been in direct Kinsey, Elizabeth Miller, Janet Houch,
The people are waking up to this arrangement was in a sense, the reimpulsive natures of some of the contact with their work from many Janet Beidler, Elizabeth" "Cockerill, i as seen in the new developments. The flection of the paper-formed drop ceilOne of the Industrial lec- Irene Garrison, Mary Crane, Eliza-, University of VWihia hag vjan-jvl ing, with thes^same shades. Covercharacters, the strength and weak- angles.
nesses, the love and hatred, the un- turers, Mr. Tippett, had worked in a beth Kaminsky, Elizabeth Dixon, and ] courses"in religion to teach facts. A ing the windows, seeming to be paintderstanding and mis-understandings coal mine for nine years and later as
irkpatrick.
new movement called the "Week-Day ed glass, were bright designs of atwere all brought out in the outstand- a journalist investigated mining conSchools" has been started. The plan tractive subjects. At all points of the
i ditions and put his findings into print.
ing characters.
is to allow the children an hour once gym gayness and brightness and color
MR. C. W. DICKINSON
The fiW act, a picture of the life The otner> Mr- Myers, was educated
twice a week in which time they i were evident.
GIVES GOOD TALKS or
of 1860, brought the players in their for the ministry and since has been
will all together receive proper relig- | The orchestra, Jack Schill's West
youth, growing to manhood and director of personnel for large factory
HERE ious instruction through trained J Virginians, may decidedly be rated as
womanhood, forming their characters enterprises. He is a well known in| teachers. At present Dayton, Ohio, I the best one ever had here for the
with the second picture, in the time vestigator of conditions under which
Mr. C. W. Dickinson, in charge of | leads the country in these schools. j dances. Peppy to the greatest extent,
of 1885, when the men and women factory people work. He has visited the Library Bureau of the State De-! Harrisonburg will take steps to
harmonious with their perfect musiwere reaching middle age and observ- places where strife between employer oartment of Education, visited the j adopt the week day schools plan next
cianship, they established a reputation
and
ing themselves in their children, came j
employee has caused feeling be- college on Tuesday and talked to var- j year and courses are being conducted
that palls for their return.
tween these iant
f
half-satirical, half-whimsical attitude j
*?
s ° industry to be- ious student groups, particularly the | in the new High School building to
The exquisite hues of the dresses,
and old age in the third picture of come strained. He is now Industrial graduating senior and sophomore j prepare teachers for positions that the strains of the orchestra, the gorg1912, brought understanding to the Secretary of the Executive Council of classes.
j will be open.
eous background of the gym made a
Churches.
mind o{ the characters.
The plan now followed by the
wonder of wonderful dances for those
Mr. Libby, a resident of Washing- schools in the purchase of books was
It may be safely said that this
attending.
DEAN OF SAVAGE
play ''Milestones" is the strongest ton and an ardent advocator of world clearly outlined to the students. The
the formal opening of the dance,
peace
through
understanding
and
love
SCHOOL SPEAKS IN theAtfigure
play, the biggest opportunity for inDepartment of Education acts for the
"H" was formed, led by the
dividual, interpretation ever presented was one of the most impressive of the school as a wholesale purchasing agent
CHAPEL
Bluestone
Cotillion Club and Harriet
! speakers. Popularly expressed, he has with book publishers. Thus books are j
by the Stratfords.
Pearson,
the
president. Leading with
Dean
Whosis
of
the
"the inside dope" on the peace ques- obtained at an average saving of one
S*1™^ her was Douglas Sale. To the strains
Phyllis Palmar, as the strongtion.
fourth of the retail price. Some fifty I Sch°o1 of Phvsical Education gave a
linded hero, the almost tyrannical
Mr. Shacklock has lived for a num- publishers allow this arrangement j bnef talk on scho°1 sP'rit and enthu" of "Sweethearts On Parade," the danruler of his household, yet at the same
', ber of years in the East and counts with the State of Viginia, book seller. siasm, in chapel Friday, February cers wove the intricate pattern of the
time far-seeing, and in old age, un| among his friends some of the most • Mr. Dickinson also reviewed the 22nd. The Savage team attended "H" into a well-planned figure.
derstanding, played a brilliant part.
During intermission, the new mem| prominent leaders there. He under- long standing law that for every fif- chapel and Mr. Shorts requested that
This opportunity for varied interprebers
of the Cotillion Club, fourteen in
i .stands and appreciates their culture teen dollars which the school puts up Dean Whosis tell something of his
tation was entirely and capably carnumber,
gave a most attractive dance'.
. and their political predicament as the county boafd must give a like school.
r,ied out in a thoroughly clever way.
..
Again,
the
modernistic idea was carThe Savage school is purely a
amount, and the state ten dollars for
Anne Bulloch, as Rose, the hero- i
Mr. Eleazer, a southerner and a the purchase of books. The so called sch°o1 of sP°rts and Physical educa" ried out in the unusual costumes, and
ine, wife, and later aged woman, believer in equal opportunity for all
unique dance.
Much applause was
"Albemarle County plan" whereby tion. The students live by and like awarded this feature.
carried on her already well-known
is considered to be one of the greatest
the fifteen school-dollars is obtained sports. Dean Whosis stated that
interpretation of characters in a
Those chaperoning the dance were
authorities on the Race question.
through supplementary readers pur- the highest qiiality a school could Mrs. Milnes, Mr. and Mrs. Logan, Dr.
superb manner. Her role was splenThere were many benefits derived chased at wholesale prices was con- spirit and enthusiasm and he believed
didly portrayed.
and Mrs. Converse, Mrs. Duke, Mr.
from the conference but three well cretely cited.
that Harrisonburg State Teachers
Elizabeth Knight, as Sam, deserves denned contributions were made to
Varner, Mr. and Mrs. Garber, Di\ and
The present standards of library College possessed this quality.
a great deal of credit for her steady,
Mrs. Pickett.
the Student Body.
duty and library equipment were statdecidedly clever method of handling
Those dancing were:
First, the conference was a stimued at length and definite information LIFE SAVERS WORKING
here character.
Harriet Pearson, with Douglas Sale.
lator of thought, even though every- as to where this data may be secured
Gertrude, played by Mary Crane
HARD
FOR
TESTS
Louiee^Coleman,
with Lieut. Wenthing said could not be approved by given. Finally an appeal was made
stood out to her audience as the
ger,
Russel
Bargamin,
and Scott Mac
all the students.
The Life Saving Corps on this camfor a careful reading of instructions
woman who wanted happiness for the
Gregor.
Second, it gave a place of impor- before ordering.
pus is now operating smothly. About
world, the lover of sentiment and
Eleanor Mecartney, with Joe Shertance to teachers as leaders of
thirty girls are endeavoring to perfect
beauty. Mary played her role splen- thought, and as such was a challenge
ow.
themselves in the technique of saving
didly.
Myrtle Carpenter, with Richard
to each student to think these prob- UNDERSTANDING INDIA drowning persons. In spite of almost
Mildred Coffman made a delightful lems through.
Stringfellow.
Here is another book about India drowning each other, the various memNed Pym. Rose Hogge as Mrs.
Audrey Cassell, with Billy Rucker.
Third, the conference gave the stubers are learning the holds and breaks
Rhead, presented again to the au- dent body a brief glimpse into some by an American woman, but very difFrances Snyder, with Garrett Gocoh
ferent in spirit from Katherine quickly under the tutelage of Miss and Stafford Frantz.
dience her ability.
of the world's problems through conMajyo's "Mother India." Mrs. Wil- Virginia Rath, and students who have
Christine
Mason,
as
Arthur
Margaret Rickertts, with Mallory
tact with the leaders.
liams traveled very widely in India, examiners badges. There is no doubt Trimyer, Peyton Berry, Paul DougPreece, was one of the strongest
going to many places where white that the majority of those in the corps lass, and Allan Ayres.
characters of "Milestones." Christine
DISCUSSION
GROUPS
women aren't supposed to go, yet she will be able to pass the tests required
played her role brilliantly, showing
Mildred Rhodes, with Lewis HutCONCLUDED NOW never got into serious trouble, and in the spring.
splendid interpretation.
chins.
most unexpected ways.
Elizabeth Hopkins was a charming
Pauline Johnson, with James JenThe Thursday, February 21, Y. W.
Mrs. Williams, with the skill of a ALPHA GROUP III
though somewhat disobedient Emily.
nings.
GIVES PROGRAM Virginia E. Saunders, with James
Later growing to splendid woman- programs were ones of special interest. trained reporter, describes the scenes
In Kathryn Pace's group on World she saw, in a vivid and objective way
hood.
Shuler.
Group III of the Alpha Literary
Axie Brockett again was out- Relations, Dr. Fred Mabee gave an and unfolds a fascinating panorama
Elizabeth Coyner, with John S. Coystandingly charming in her role of i enlightening talk on China and her {Continued to Page 5, Column S.) Society took as its subject Friday ner.
night, "Sketches from the Life of
young Lord Monkhurst...... Richard problelms.
Margaret Powell, with Goodwin El.Lincoln..'!.-Aa
the society^is studying
Great negro men 6F the"South was
Sibley, played by Grovern Pittman,
liot.
♦•
SUNDAYY. W. PROGRAlVr magazines this quarter, the program
was attractive. The vivacious Muriel discussed in Mary Boone Murphy's
Vestal
Thomas,
with Milton Grigg.
< IS GOOD ONE was taken from "The Golden Book." Dorothy Smither, with
Pym, Anne Ragan, was most appeal- group, and industry was the chief
Charles O'DonVarious short sketches of Lincoln's
ing.
Betty Barnhart, as Nancy topic of conversation in Anne Ragan's
nel.
■'
The Y. W. C. A. program for Sun- life were discussed. The program was
Sibley, was a very sweet little York- group.
Mary
Hopkins,
with
Riley
Young.
These group meetings have been of day, February 24 was varied and in- as follows:
shire character. Dorothy Clark made
Anne Bullock, with J. H. Humphgreat importance and help those at- teresting. Pearl Nash played a solo Minding the Children; Janie Parker lett, J. E. Everett, and Edward
a most capable Thompson.
The entire cast of "Milestones" tending them. Not only have those on the piano, and Anna Mendel sang. Lincoln leaves the Whitehouse; Opla Cootes,
Wartham
Gertrude Drinker next told the story
played the roles superbly. The open- interested obtained valuable knowDorothy Rodes, with John Fields Jr.
A
famous humorist Visits the Whiteof
Ruth
and
Naomi.
The
object
of
ledge,
but
they
are
gaining
a
new
ing for the most unusual acting ever
and
Charles Freedman,
house; Maxine Dryden
done by the club being taken in full light upon world fellowship and con- her talk was to bring out the ideal of
(Continued to Page 4, Column S.)
Poem on Lincoln; Frances Ralston.
loyalty of one person to another.
geniality.
measure.
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CAMPUS

AS I SEE IT
Frances Snyder—Editor

TOM SAY,r,:
After the Ball is Over—Oh, my
But—Gentlemen Marry Brunettes. By
TWO DOLLARS A YEAR
feet—why
don't they go home? GoodAnita Loos: New York: Boni and
"Wbystake life too seriously?
TEN CENTS A COPY
night—Tell Jimmie I said—Glorious
Liveright: 1928: $2.00.
You'll never get out of it alive."
ftine—PulJ down some of the decoraAll who have read "Gentlemen PreEDITORIAL BOARD
tions—Good-night. To-morrow at two
fer Blondes," know that reading Anita
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
KATHRYN T. PACE '29 Loos means sheer pleasure. It is a
—My feet—Here comes Mrs. Milnes
Assistant Editor
WprUf? P- p*'m.er '30 recreation. And yet, in reading, "But
—Dressing room. And he never even
Food for thought
Intercollegiate Editor
Katherine Fceston '29 —Gentlemen Marry Brunettes," don't
came—Bye-^-Darling Stag— Sleepy.
ABCDLFN.;
News Editor
Edna Phelps '29 think it is merely humor upon which
Broke on the fourth dance and—Over
LENOLFNJK,
Society Editor
•
J«Iia Duke . the brain passes but lightly. There is
there
in pink—Corsage all withered—
SE8NL F.N.
Campus Editor ....'.
Helene Duvall '31 the subtlest comment upon the curious,
I'd
go
to church—best—time—Go on
0 I S Q I.
Department Editor
Ruth King '29
home—All
over now—blisters—Hi
but human ways of man. There is a
Column Editor
Audrey Hyatt
there, your man was—I'll be seein'
highly diverting narrative. And there
Arry-girl can be gay,
'Exchange Editor
Dorothy Frey '31
you—peppiest music—kinda whipped
are characters; very real, human
*
Feature Editor
Frances Snyder '31
In a classy coupe;
down, aren't you?— Mr. Varner had
characters.
'* Organization Editor
Julia Reynolds '29
In a taxi they can be jolly,
the be&t. In black taffeta—Hope I
The blonde Lorelei is with us again,
Literary Editor
./
K. N. C. Harris '29
But the girl worth while
never see another pair of shoes—So
Reporter
*
/
••■...
Miss Anna Ward writing' our story—Having married
Is the girl who can smile
glad to have met you—why sure—
into a "swell" and intellectual PhilaWhen
you're
bringing
her
home
on
Night watchman—Good punch—Been
. BOARD OF MANAGERS.
delphia family, she seeks self^xpresthe trolley.
wonderful—Wish we could have one
BUSINESS MANAGER^
MARY G. WATT '31 sion in literature for the good oij her
every—Poor old shoes, all stepped en
Assistant Business Manager
Eve Bargelt soul.
Searching for a subject, she
—My dear—I've never been so—Dead
Assistant BusinessyManager ?T.
Anna Lyons Sullivan remembers Dorothy, so we are favorIt is said that a young lady by the
sleepy—So long—my dear —Good
TYPISTS
ed with the highlights of Dorothy's name of Adaline Moore invented the
night—why don't they go? Lets go—
history.
1
Charlotte Hagan '31
post-script.
Pattie Fitzhugh '32
Maude Forbes '30
Wonderful time.
Dorothy is a child of the carnival,
Margaret Bottom '31
Frances Steger '31
the daughter of the man who jumps
"A little bird told me what kind of
AS I SEE IT
ss:
off buildings into tanks of water, and
a
lawyer
your
father
was."
Did j'a ever
marries his wife a hundred times in
"What did the bird say?"
Get tired of
a lion cage, for the delight of the
"Cheep,
cheep."
Filling up a
country people and a bare living for
L' ENVOI
whole
column of
the family. He is a fascinating rogue
"Well a duck told me what •kind of
space
everjuweek'
As this issue of the Breeze goes to press the present editofr is editing her who comes to a truly pathetic end. a doctor your old man was."
when you were so
last copy of this college paper. The newly elected editor does not assume Dorothy is loved by Curley, the snake
Bored with it
her duties until the beginning of the spring quarter. However, the next issue shallower, who plalys a straight game
'
,
Illogical
And it just
of the Breeze is to be a special editor, edited by a particular group appointed with her, and is a slightly tragic figHad to be did
St. Peter was interviewwing the
from the Sophomore class, and.the'fact tfhat the college closes on Friday, ure.
And it was
March 15, offers no opportunity for a paper that week. Hence this edition, Dorothy is taken from the carnival fair applicant at the Pearly gates.
The morning after
closes the present management of the Breeze so far as issues are concerned. by a not-so-holy Deputy Sheriff, from "Did you, while on earth," he asked,
The night before
In closing, the present management would like to explain a few points whom she escapes in due time. "indulge in necking, petting, smoking,
Ho to speak
drinking,
or_
dancing
the
Charleston,
connected with the work. Several new ideas have been attempted this year, i Through her ingenuity and Buster
And you was
The idea of publishing a larger paper had long been a desire and in Septem- [ Keaton's troupe who are in New York, Black-Bottom or Slu Foot?"
Hoping against hope
"Never," she- retorted emphatically.
her of this year, the Breezte was increased from the former four page sheet to Uomic make-up and all, she crashes a
That some
"Then why haven't you reported
a six page edition. This has meant greater expense and more work, but the i "ritzy" hotel, and a big review chorus.
Inspired individual
work has been a pleasure in the realization that Harrisonburg is growing. | From then on, she crashes. And we sooner? You have been a dead one
Sort-of, I mean -. '
for tome time."
Many ambitions have been attempted, some with success it is hoped, while get more laughs, if we are alert.
Would come in
others haven't been fully realized as yet. The tiny space of a year can hardly
This book follows "Gentlemen PreArid give you
mark the realization of all plans. •
_
fer Blondes," and surpasses it.
It
Enough good stuff—
Elizabeth Woods: "Do you find
So in making a survey of the 1928-1929 Breeze, we cannot help but think brings forth not only our laughter, but
To
fiHTjp space j
these things over and to everyone who has contributed materially or morally, our admiration. It "not only rests a French an easy berth?" -~ J
And
you keep on
Martha Warren: "I shouldn't exact, or in both ways we offer thanks. The six page Breeze is still in the exper- tired brain, but appeals to the intelliHoping—
imental stage and there are so many fine points we would like to realize. Yet gence. It is an exceedingly bright ly call it a berth, it's more like a hamAnd wondering
what success it may have realized already has been possible only through good | and merry'spot in the field of drab mock; hard to get into comfortably
If every one who
and still harder to pass out of gracewill, fellowship and a desire to see the progress of Alma Mater. Student, and dreary modern literature.
Read the Breeze
fully."
government, faculty, individuals, friends, everyone in fact who in one way or |
Was a:- bored with
another has helped the Breeze, may we thank you? Especially would tne!MT]Sir TE4CHERS
Your column
editor like to express appreciation to her staff for the cooperation shown in
As you were—
Sis
Garrison:
"What
do
you
boys
MEET NEXT MONTH
this work. It has been a distinct pleasure to work with such a cooperative,
And you were pretty
talk about after the dance?"
efficient and pleasant group. It is our earnest desire that the incoming manDarn sure
P3ge Duke: "The same things you
The Tenth Annual Convention of
agement may find the work as pleasant as it has been to us."
.—.» w
i
They
vere
the Virginia Music Teachers State girls talk about/
But
anyway
Sis: <'Oh, you horrid things."
jointly with the Virginia Federation
There was still
ACCOMPLISHMENT
of Music Clubs at the State Teachers
Some twelva inches
College, Fredericksburg, Virginia, on
To be filled
Teacher: "Now, who will tell me
Accomplishment? Sometimes we wonder if anyone has ever lived up to April 8-12, promises to be one of the;h
And you decided
that word and all it means. A well known authority tells us that it means, outatanding Association affairs among 1
To
make one
IJiekey: "There are three sexes."
"completion, that which equips thoroughly." Yet do we ever feel that we' Virginia educators.
Lac* appeal
. Teacher: (Who isWery puzzled.)
have completely fulfilled our desires and duties? Somehow, we work, we
The first day of the convention,
All sugar-coated
strive quite hopefully, quite thoughtfully, and think we are accomplishing Monday, the 8th, will be occupied by "Name them, Miss Hicks."
To brilliant people
quite a bit. Yet when our task is over and we survey our work we underHickey: "Male sex, female sex, and
To write stuff
! the Music Teachers Association in
stand many things which we had no light on whatever when we began. So
insects.."
*
For your cdlumn
I presenting the third annual Virginia
many things have teen left undone and so many other things which we did not'
And if you have
State Board examinations for private
care to do, have been done. Somehow we haven't accomplished what we startRead all this far
N. Henderson: "Frances ate someed to do. Perhaps most of us feel this way-maybe some do not. Anyhow, jteache™ of applied music, Under the
You get what
the thought seems to enter the minds of most of us. However, if we had supervision of the standing certifica- thing ,that poisoned her."
I rnesn
E- Holland: "Croquettes?"
accomplished everything we set out to do, we wouldn't be quite satisfied tion board comprised of Miss Edna
And
I mean
either, because there would be nothing to think about, nothing to make us T. Shaeffer, Chairman^State Teachers
N. H.: "Not yet, but she's pretty
I
actually
do—
strive harder for our next task. Hence it seems that Life, which we are all College, Harrisonbitrg, Erich Rath, sick."
I ark you
trying to live to its highest and fullest, "accomplishes" something for us, for of Hollinsj College, Frank Tabor of
Did j'a ever?
after all things do balance and if we did not err, there would be no pleasure Randolph Macon Woman's College,
Dumb is Right
Lynchburg, and Edwin Feller of Norin a better service to our next task.
"Boy, call me a taxi."
(Continued from Page 2, Column 3.)
folk, President of the Association.
"All-right; you're a taxi."
tition will participate in the Virginia,
This
part
of
the
program
is
offered
Womens' Club. We are prostrate
TEN YEARS AGO
West Virginia, Maryland and Distirct
p.s a result of a cooperative plan bewith laughter.
of Columbia Contests representing the
ATH.N.S. 25. Miss Harris gives recital.
Union Card for Father Time
tween the V, M. T. S. A. and the State
Dixie District. Winners of District
Board whereby private music teachers
First loafer—"I hear that all of the
27. Mrs. Garst, of Japan, speaks at
contests will in turn compete at the
either thru examination or recommen- men have gone on a strike."
Red Letter Days
chapel and Y. W. C. A.
National convention, to be held in
dation by the certification board may
I. "Hearts of the World"—and tears
Second loafer—"What have they Boston next summer.
28.
Senior-Post
Graduate
game—28secure certificates of professional rec- struck for?"
7. Post-Graduates win from Juniors, i
A list of celebrated artists and edu18.
ognition bearing the stamp of the
12-9.
•
-"Shorter hours;"
>
~cHtoT8~who~ will be heard" during the
Commonwealth and the signature of
8. Junior Carnival.
"Luck to 'em. I allus did say that balance of the week includes the namee
the State Superintendent of Public sixty minutes was too long for *,n of John Powell, pianist, Tertlus
10. Another message from the front.
x
LANIERS POSTPONE
Instruction.
Lieutenant East speaks.
hour."
.
Noble, Hollis Dann, George Gartland
At the same time, the Virginia
II. Songs in every English Class.
MEETING ACCOUNT
and Mrs. Edgar Stillman Kelly,
Federation of Music Clubs will con14. Senior-Sophomore game, 45-2.
President of the National Association
GAME duct the State competition between
They'll Fall for This
15. Annual Staff Bazzar.
of Federated Clubs.
17. Song Contest. Seniors win,
junior, student and young artist singWhen there is a crowded car and no
State Chairmen representing varers and musicians, as well as choral one offers to give you a seat, remark ious Districts for the Music Teachers
21. Junior Day. The Juniors present
Since the all exciting game with
competitions between glee clubs from sweetly to your girl friend, "I wis\ Association Include Eva T. Eppes,
"Washington Crossing the DelaSavage
was called at 7:15 last Friday, the various colleges and universities
ware," at Chapel, and give Colonial
that good looking young man would Fredericksburg, Margaret Feller Stethe regular Lanier meeting was post of the Stat. Winners of this compe- give me his seat." Fifteen men of gall, Norfolk, Ellie I. Prince, RlehBall at night.
22. "The Cooks' Strike," by Business poned until the next Friday evening.
(Continued to Page S, Column S.) varying looks and ages will arise at (Continued to Page 8, Column J.)
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Frances Snyder was visited by Garrett Gooch of Roanoke.
Ai ther Kelsey from Charlottesville
was entertained by Florence Mitchell.
M. Saunders came to see Clarinda
Mason. .
Samuel Beazley was the guest of
Mae Bass.
.,
Margaret Moon was visited by. Bill
Jacobs and Melga Rose. .
Bess.Cowling had as her guest Joe
Baker.
E. Kaminsky entertained N. Kaminsky as her guest.
Frank Nelson came to see Elizabeth
Coons.
Dot Townsend was visited by Bob
Lewis. • • ^
Geneva FirebaughJjatTas her guest
Howard Busold.
-, ......
Bill Brown came to see Eugenia
Huff..
. • .. .
,' .'.'
Jesse McNeil was.entertained by
Phyllis Palmer... .
.■■..'..'■'.
'fink Farkard was Fan Bell's guest,
Isabeile Duvall had Julian Nance as
her guest.
Mr. Lamb visited Mary Griffs.

Milton Grigg from U. of Va. was
the guest .of Vestal Thomas. •
Harry Sheets came to see Audrey
Harvey Williams was Virginia ParCline.
ker's guest
. •
*
Margaret Powell entertained GoodRandolph. Markley from Staunton
win Elliot.
wat. entertained by Dorothy Borum.
Hamilton Smith came to see CaroRaymond Harrison was the guest of
line Porter.
Anne Ragan.
Lillian Kipps had Roy Richards as
John Eddy visited Anne Everett.
her guest.
Virginia Hunter was visited by JulBill Grandle was entertained by ian Nance.
Lois Hines.
Nelson Cauden from Lexington
Dot Townsend's guest was Clarence came to see Gladys Dixon.
Christian.
Robert Bondivent was the guest of
Edgar Lester from Norfolk came to Anne Bargamin.
see Katherine Fagan.
Edith Simpson's guest was Louis
WEEK-END TRIPS
Harvey Parker visited Helen Mc- McClung.
Geneva Firebaugh spent the weekNeely.
Julian Nance visited Virginia Gill- end at her home in Lexington.
Stache Hoff had Jerome Garver as iam.
Gladys Shawan visited' in Radford.
her guest.
Leigh Riley was the guest of FranElizabeth Downey went to her home
Elizabeth Fritts was vi&ited by ces Rubush.
in Edinburg.
Raymond Lee.
Nellie Cowan entertained as her
Emily Nunnally was the guest of
Earnest Adams came to see Eliza- guest Nolin Woods from Newport Mildred Maitland in Washington.
beth Ramsbury.
News.
Beulah Bright went home to DeerEsther Glick entertained Melvin
field.
"•
Nettie Anderson's guest was Jimmie
Lynn,
Shipman.
Eileen Edwards, was the guest of
William Holtzman from Edinbury
Oscar Fary visited Edlas Davis.
her parents in Charlottesville.
was the guest of Mildred Coffman.
Charles Waltz came to see Pauline
Helen Albough went home to New
Betty Douthat had Teddy Moubry Carmines.
Market.
as her guest.
Malcolm Davis was the guest of
Mary Holter and Henrietta Blanton
Dick Bradley was entertained by Frances Strickland.
accompanied Emily Tysinger to her
Nan Henderson.
Fred Obrecht from Baltimore visit- home in Banco. .
Kitty Wherrett's guest was Coleman ed Eugenia Huff. .
,
Olga Petterson went home to RoaWanycott.
Joe Sherow was entertained by El- noke.
, George Dalton from Norfolk came eanor Mecartney.
Christine Hall, spent the week-end
to see Elizabeth Brinkley.
Mary Lee Dobbin's guest was C. E. at her home in Afton.
. i
Eddie Beck visited Marion McNair. Richards.
Doris Petty visited in Washington.
Ruth Shuman had Dallas Lamb as
Gilbert Goshorn came to see Edith
Ethel Garbee was the guest.of EmSimpson.
her guest.
ily Tysinger in Banco.
Gladys Kaylor was visited by TraCharlotte Hagan was visited by
Elizabeth Yates spent the week-end
Charles Stuart.
vis Mattox.
at her home in Luray.
Larry Border was entertained by
Gladys Hawkins had as her guest
Virginia Allen visited in Chevy
Elizabeth Martin.
Lt. R. L. Smith.
Chase, Md.
,. . Charles Barbe of Strasberry came
Raymond Wallace was the guest of
Mabel Botkins went to her home in
to see Lucy Keller.
May Ree Wallace.
Churchville.
Sedreck Saunders of Warsaw was Virginia Saunders entertained as
Margaret Garber was the guest of
the guest of Margaret Shacklef6*rd.
her guest David Tenney from U. of
Mr.s.
Roy Renolds in Mt. Crawford.
Glady Birsck was Frances Lester's Va.
Martha
Funk went home to StephAnne Everett's guest was Melga
guest.
ens.City. .....
Joe Dixon from Roanoke was enter- Rose.
Kennie Bird spent the week-end at
tained by Elizabeth Rhoades.
Billy Rucker visited Audrey Cassell.
her
home in Mt. Jackson.
Edwin Rust from V. P. I. was the
Jimmie Rogers came to see Florence
Sara.
Frances Ralston was the guest
guest of Kathryn Pace.
Johnson.
of
her
parents
in Staunton.
Bob Chilton visited Lucy Marston.
Raymond Cawthorne. was the guest
Bertha
Pence
went home to North
Iva Lou Jones entertained Ed Yoa- of Axie Brockett.
River.
Leonara Barrett entertained as her
chin.
Emma Wenn|r accompanied Mabel
guest
Arther Simmons from Norfolk.
Gertrude Jacobs was visited by Bill
Botkins
to her home in Churchville.
Margaret
Rickertts
guests
were
Jacobs.
Marietta
Kagey went home to DayRandolph
Church,Mallory
Trinyer
Raymond Long, of Hampton, was
ton.
■*
,
and
Peyton
Beery.
Kathryn Pace's guest.
Lida Henton spent the week-end at
Tyson Mapp visited Margaret R.
Albert Chalk from John Hopkins
her home in Melrose.
University came to see Betty Barn- Roberts.
Lennie Sipe visited in Broadway.
Turnbull Gary came to see Frances
hart.
Anne
Bullock was the guest.of EveAb Huntsberry was the guest of Rand.
lyn
Wolfe
in Mt. Jackson,.
Dr. Haller from Broadway visited
Hilda Levi.
Eleanor
Evans spent the week-end
Florence Kelsey's guest was Billy Helene Duvall.
at
her
home
in Edinburg.
Austin Zimmer was entertained by
Bean.
Rebecca
Jennings
visited Marietta
Douglas Sale visited Harriet Pear- Margie Pool.
Kagey.
Carrie Miller's guest was Billy
son.
Audrey Cline went to her home in
Meyers.
John Ward came to see Lillian DerSpring
Hill.
Virginia Elburg entertained Gilbert
ry
Velma
Bowman was the guest of her
'Melton Weight from W. L. visited
, „ Goshorn.
Malcolm Trimyer came to see Sallie sister in Bridgewater.
Elizabeth Wright.
Ethel Crawn went home to Weyers
Elliot Howe was entertained by Bishop Jones.
Margaret Odom was visited by Ed- Cave.
Betty Efflnger.
Mildred Coffman spent the week-end
Edgar Lester was Thelma Simmon's win Ewell.
Madeline Anderson had as her guest at her home in Edinburg.
guest.
Alice Elam was the guest of her
James Harris from Weldon, N. C. Warren Eddy.
parents in Gordonsville.
Kathleen.
Temple
entertained
as
her
was entertained by Edna Campbell.
Mary B. Rodes went home to Greenguest Bourlon Rowe from Staunton,
Bill Pike visited Louise Land.
wood.
Mildred Rhodes entertained Lewis Va.
Margaret Glass accompanied MilMargaret Beck's guest was Kenneth
Hutchins and Pee Wee Moore.
dred
Goodwin to her home in Nelly's
- Ruth King's guest was Charles Ter- Rush.
Ford.
Jim Snider visited Marine Pointer.
rell.
Dorothy Rodes went home to GreenWilbur Jenkins came to see Ermine
Chester Draper from Weldon, N. C.
wood.
Orange.
was entertained by Patty Fitzhugh.
Sarah Brooks spent the week-end at
Bourhon Rowe from Staunton came Jack Simpson was the guest of her home in Stuarts Draft.
Kathleen Snapp.
to see Kathleen Temple.
Pat Gunter visited in CharlottesDick ,Dickens was entertained by
Edward Van Lear was the guest of
ville.
Vivian McDonald.
Lucille Gillespie.
Adelaide Noblett was the guest of
Harry Spear visited Elizabeth
Bob Sturger was entertained by
j
Mrs.
T. J. Keane in Washington.
Peake.
Virginia Hearing.
I
Dorothy
Wheeler spent the weekElizabeth Cax had as her guest
Charles Terre of Buckner, Va., came
;
end
at
her
home
in Roanoke.
Lawrence Pace.
Jo see Gladys Hawkins.

GUESTS ON CAMPUS

■agSjy*,:I'M';"1™ '.".*' .**
Mollie Clark visited Marietta Kagey.
Elizabeth Knight was the guest of
Katnerine sproul in Middlebrook.
Esther Glick went home to Bridgewater.
Eleanor Weaver spent the week-end
at ner home in Front Royal..
Claudyne Ro&en was the guest of
nef parents in Staunton. -:
,....
Mae Wagner went home to Staunton.
Marianna Duke accompanied Evelyn
Kenarick to her home in Front Royal.
Ethel Diehl went home to McGahey&ville.
Blanche Shuler spent the week-end
at her home in Broadway.
Martha Wilson visited in Ft. Defiance.
Ethel Milan was the guest of Marietta Kagey in Dayton.
Dorothy Swank spent the week-end
at her home in Singer Glen.
Ruth Shoft visited Mrs. Webster in
Staunton.
Frances Rolston and Anne Proctor
visited in Washington.
Jeannette Duling accompanied Ken
Bird to her home in Mt. Jackson.
s
Dorothy Flowers spent the week-end
at her home in Kernstown. ■

LEES COMMEMORATE
WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY
The Lee Literary Society celebrated
Washington's Birthday with a luncheon in the college tea-room on Friday.
Miss Margaret Kelly was in charge of
the luncheon which consisted of a salad course followed by ice cream. Dr.
Wayland as guest of honor spoke on
the four homes of Washington. His
birthplace at Wakefield in Westmoreland County, a period during early
childhood when after the burning of
Wakefield the family dwelt possibly
in a small home on the Mt. Vernon
estate; the Ferry Farm house at
Fredericksburg and the Mt. Vernon
home brought vividly to the members
by word and pictures, some of these
pictures having been brought by Dr.
Wayland. Dr. Weems, whose kinsman
wrote one of the disputed biographies
of our first president brought her
cheery presence to the meeting but
declined to add any thing to the cheery
Btory.

MRS. LINCOLN IB
HOSTESS TO STUDENTS
Misses Hellyn Keeler, Sallie Bishop
Jones, Margaret Beck and Margaret
Rickertts were entertained by Mrs. E.
R. Lincoln of Harrisonburg, on Tuesday, February 26, from 3:30 to 6
o'clock. Delightful refreshments were
served during the course of the afternoon.

HOME ECONOMICS
SOPHS HOLD WASHINGTON TEA
On Friday, February 22, the Sophomore Home Economic group gave a
George Washington tefi to the Home
Economic Freshmen from 4:30 to
6:30.
The hostesses were appropriately
garbed having on Colonial period
dresses. As the guests arrived, they
were greeted and ushered in by two
beaming and bowing colored mammies,
Evelyn Wilson and Lois Mitchell.
George Washington was ably represented by Frances Stegef, while Jeanette Gore imitated Martha Washington.
The. refreshments also were in
keeping with the Colonial times. Oldfashioned hot punch, and maple and
spice cakes were served and enjoyed
by the guests.
Several faculty members called during the social hour.

THE WORKMAN
The row of populars meant to him
A shady place to eat his meal.
The whisp'ring' leaves were just the
wind
:.... . ...
Which cooled the sweat; he ate his
meal..
In vain the flowers tried to coax.
A dreamy light to eyes of care.
But all they saw were plans of work
Instilled in weary eyes of care.
A butterfly with wings of bronze .„
Was sipping life from marigolds. ,.The man in silence saw, and then
Returned his gaze from marigolds.
A bird with singing tried, to charm
The ears benumbed with building
noise.
,
But songs were wasted, for his ears
Were numbed with hum of. building
noise.
A picture rose before his eyes— .
A smilrng pair of faces fair,
And nature knew the reason why
The man beheld those faces fair.
jar ■■-■■
»•
One thought alone she knew he had—
To earn a livelihood for them.
A wife and child were all to him,
The working man was all to them.
J. E, P.

TO ONE LIVING
I separated your footsteps from the
thousands
That pass, this way daily.
I knew when you entered the gate
And made your way through spacious
paths,
Flanked by marble shafts and monuments, .
To where I lay in a little, unmarked
grave.
I felt you kneel there, sensed
The subtle perfume of your garments.
That pity which in life" I never knew
You lavished upon me in death;'
The flowers which you placed upon the
unkept sod
Were less sweet than your tears and
murmured words.
I heard the swish of your skirts as you
turned,
Heard your departing footsteps along
the graveled path.
The smooth whirr of the motor as it
drove you away.
I knew that you would never come
again,
For what place have the dead in your
life?
But I, who have so little to remember,
Will keep that moment alive beneath
the sod.
M. T. '•

NIGHT ON THE HILL
White fields
White moonlight
White light on colored streamers.
White light on butterfly colored dresses.
White light on happy girls faces that
showed the rosy gleams of healthy
(and art) in lips and cheeks
White light on immaculate linen beneath handsome faces.
White lights on a ballroom floor.
White light to store in memory's
treasure book of a white night on
Blue-Stone Hill.

DAWN FLAMED
Dawn flamed;
Rising sun proclaimed
The new-born Day.
The grassy way
Was sprinkled with million
Dewy spheres—a billion
Gleams of opalescent light
Burst forth to melt the bright
Impassioned face of firey Sun;
Another day begun.
Garnet H.
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{Continued from Pagt 1, Column $.) Mapp.
Lillian Timberlake, with Henry
Anna Mendel, with Callet Munger,
COLLEGE MEANTS
Jr., Marshal] Cooke and Edwin Sher- Dickinson.
1. How did the name "Cocktail"
Dorothy Hearting, with Paul BronAND COMMENTS meaning a palatable libation, origi- wood.
Ida Hicks, with Lyle Weller.
stein.
nate?
(Katharine Praiton—Editor)
Sallie Bishop Jones, with Randolph
Helen McNeely, with Henry Park2. What do we call a man when he
Church^
er.
marries and why?
Ruth King, with Charles Tearrell.
We read that Roanoke College had
3. What is the largest bank in the
Virginia Hearring, with Bob Surgis.
Elisabeth Hopkins, with Tom Yandecided to eliminate baseball as a United States and who is its head?
Madeline Anderson, with Warren
major sport at the collge, probably 4. How many blind persona are there cey and Tyson Hopkins.
Eddy
and Jimmie Stringfellow.
Betty Jones Effinger, with Lon
permanently.
in this country? .
Frances
Barksdale West, with WilHowe.
5. Does a cadet at West Point reliam Collins, and Randolph Salmons.
Baseball is gradually getting pushKatherlne Thayer, with Edmund
Anne Keyser, with John Snead.*
ed into the background in moet eel- ceive any pay?
Hobbs,
and Clyde Tarkington.
—Rambles
Mildred Blanks, with
Hunter
leges we notice. Faster moving games
Evelyn Timberlake, with John Mc- Wright.
Page
4
Column
2
vare holding first places.,
Chesney.
Elizabeth Wright, with Melton
-A student was at one university for
Kathleen Snapp, with Jack Simpson, Wright.
60 yean.
Lynwood Flory, Sidney Snapp, and
ANSWERS TO
Clara Beery, with George TalliaferAre you that much attached to
Charles Harnsberger.
"DO YOU KNOW' Dr.Leonora
ro,
Lieut. Gene Williams, and Lieut.
studying? Neither was this person,
Barrett, with Arthur SimFrancis
Wllshin.
there was "method to his madness."
mions and Melsa Rose.
1.
The
name
"Cocktail,"
originated
Helene Duvall, with Dr. J. O. HalIn 1868 a certain William Cullen BryEdna Campbell, with James Harris,
ant Kemp had a relative bequeath during Revolutionary times when a Sam Mayo, and Jack Anderson.
ler.
Iva Lou Jones, with Ed Yoachlm.
him $2,500 a year as long as he re- woman patriot operated an inn near
Nan Henderson, with Wyatt Mayo,
White Plains, N. Y. She served a
Frances Rand, with Turnbull Gary.
mained in college. He stuck.
George Robertson, and Furches Corpdrink, the basis of which was whiskey,
Ella Davis, with Oscar Fary and
Toto Day was held January 18 at
ening.
the walls of her little bar were deeoElizabeth Peake with Harry Spear. Walter Ames.
the University of Washington. This
rated with the tails of cocks or roostElizabeth Fritts, with Robert Goris the name given to a day on which
Virginia Gilliam, with William Naners said to have been stolen from
don.
the women of the campus invite out
ce.
Tory farmers. A British officer dubtheir boy friends and pay all the exIrene Garrison, with Page Duke.
Frances West, with Joe Blackburn,
bed her favorite drink a "Cock's Tail,"
penses. Some of the men approve so
Odella
Smith, with Walter Pence.
and
A.
Millinson.
after these decorations.
highly of this equal footing of women
Juanita
Carmack, with Amos Sweet.
Frances
Steger,
with
Capt.
J.
O.
2. A newly married man is called a
that they favor having Tolo day sevEliMbeth
Coons, with Frank NelGallagher.
"Benedict," which comes from one of
eral times a year.
son,
and
Bob
Lewis.
Gladys
Hawkins,
with
Herman
Ruthe characters in Shakespeare's
Estelle Cox, with Elmer Hodges.
The extraordinary claim has been "Love's Labor Lost."
fus, and Frank Armstrong.
Hilda Levi, with Ab Huntsberry,
made that the professors at Ohio State
Roberta McKim, with Frank Drig3. The First National Bank of New
Tom Woodward, Kenneth- Levi, C. R.
University are being vamped by the York, of which George F. Baker is es.
pretty coeds into bestowing high chairman of the Board.
Frances Lester, with Glady Birsch. Nelms, and L. S. Kelley. *
Eva Holland, with Tink Tankard,
grades upon them. We haven't heard
Rose Hogge, with Hamilton Haas.
4. According to the 1920 census
of any demand made yet by the poor there were 52,567 blind persons in the
Betty Barnhart, with Albert Chalk, Bus Edgar, Billy Wilkinson, and Billy
Holland.
professors for protective measures.
Vernon Meghan, Bill Freize.
Country.
Nancy Sublett, with Toler McNeill,
The Senior Class at Davidson Col- 5. Yes. Each cadet receives $780
Gertrude Jacobs, with Fred PearDick Bradley, George Gratten, and
lege has voted to do away with the a year and commutation of rations man.
senior write ups in their annual this amounting to eighty cents per day, a
Lois Hines, with Robert Nance, and Lieut. Charles Edwards.
Florence Kelsey, with Billy Bean,
year. This was decided upon after total of $1,072.
R. L Morgan.
Hamilton
McCue, Richard Alwood, W.
nearly all of the writings had been
-Margaret Odom, with Edwin Ewell.
written.
Irma Phillips with Forest Burch, R. Wheeler, and Jimmie Rodgers.
DEBATING CLUB HAS
Kathryn Pace, with Edwin Rust and
North Carolina State College stuand Dan Smith.
Raymond Long.
DISCUSSION MEET Ruth Fitchett, with Lee Smith.
dents recently had a tilt w}th the' colAnne Everett, with Frank Gould.
lege laundry man. The trouble reVirginia Curtis, with Jimmie Scales
Groveen Pittman, with James Holtzsulted in a boycott and a hanging of
The Debating Club held a regular and Mike Hughes.
the said laundry man in effigy.
meeting on Thursday night after the
Gladys Dixon, with Robert Boud- man.
Eugenia Huff, with Fred Obrecht.
We read that students at Pardue Y. W. C. A. meeting/ in the history mont, Carl Morgan, Nelson Camden,
office.
After
all
business
had
been
Fan Bell, with Arnold Turner.
and
Louis
McClung.
after being defeated by Wisconsin
Clarinda Mason, with Marvin SounFrances Ruebush, With Leigh Riley.
took their spite out by making a rush discussed and settled, a round table
Louise Land, with William Pike and
for some street cars and smashing discussion took place led by Dr. C. H. ders.
,'■
everything in sight. We can see how Huffman. A number of interesting
Lena Bones, with Preston Conduff, Fred Koontz.
a victory might go to ones head and points on the art of debate were and Capt G. D. Hodges.
Margie Pool, with Austin Zimmer.
pep things up, but defeat, well we brought out, which served to enravei
Tootsie Payne, with Bob Reilly.
Virginia Saundera, with Herman
don't exactly know about that. We some difficult problems for the club
Margaret Pusey, with Edward Ml* Williams, and David Tenney.
members. This discussion was very ey.
haven't gotten over our victory yet.
Lucille C. Corder, with Monty Walkwell
entered
into
by
all
present,
Kathryn
James,
I
with
Lankford
er.
Through a mistake, the Ohio State
The plans for the two debates and Denton.
Band while on its way to attend the
Geneva B. Firebaugh, with Howard
oratory
contests are making out very
Catherine Crim, with John Miller. B. Busold, J. Kerr Osterman, and
football game between State and
well. The Bridgewater-Harirsonburg
M. Elizabeth Cox, with Wyatt Bur- Harry Lauder.
Northwestern University, got off at
contest will take place on an early date nette.
the wrong station. They proceeded
Bess Cowling, with Joe Baker, and
and the one with Farmville on April
Vivian McDonald, with Dick Dick- Clarence Holland.
to hike the four miles to the stadium.
19th.
.
ens.
Here's the latest. Not under the
Lelia Shipp, with Elliott Howe.
Charlotte Hagan, with Charles
head of general recreation but athletRachel Brothers, with James E.
Stuart.
ics, fox hunting. St. John's College IMMANUEL KXWt
Hargtaves.
is to be the luck recipient of a tract of
1724-1804 Virginia Elburg, with Gilbert Gos- Pauline E. Carmine's, with Charlie
hoon.
land which will be available for purWoltz.
Delphine Hurst, with Laurence
suing this gentleman's sport
Immanuel Karl was a German
Betty Douthat, with Jim Moody, and
philosopher, bat his family came from Pace.
Bob Yeager.
Scotland. At the age of ten he was
Frances Kagey, with Price Kagey, i
Margaret Simmons, with Lee Smith,
CLASS SWIMMING MEET entered at the Collegium Frederic- and J. A. Bennett.
and
Dick Cake.
COMING REAL SOON amum with a definite view of studying Lucy Marston, with Bob Chilton, Nellie
Cowan, with Nolin Woods.
theology. His inclination at this time and George Roller.
Mary
Greene,
with John Blackwood
Eugenia Beailey, with Samuel BeatIt is just a little more than a week, was toward classics. During his
Patterson.
.
now until the class swimming meet— university course beginning in 1740, leyElizabeth Ramsburg, with Tom
Kitty Wherrett, with Coleman
which will be on Monday night, March he was principally attracted towards
Moore,
and Oscar Ramsburg.
11th, at 7:30 promptly. Class prac- mathematics and physics. The lec- Warycott.
Elizabeth
Root, with Yvan Ripley.
ture on classics did not seem to satisCarrie Miller, .with William Myers.
tices have been going on regularly,
Annabel Miller, with Lynn Lucas.
fy him, and, though he attended
Elzie Gochenour, with Henry Miller,
although sometimes there have been
K. N. C. Harris, with S. Edward
courses in theology, and even preach- Joe O'Neil, and Lynn Lucas.
very few out. The Juniors and SenLeverett.
ed on one or two occasions, he appearElizabeth King, with Howard Gariors practice on Monday and Wednesed finally to have given up the inten- ber.
Margaret Shackleford, with Sedrick
day at 4:30 and 5:00 respectively, and
tion of entering the church. His
Saunders,
Eugene Noland, William
the Freshmen and Sophomores pracSelma Madrin, with John Garber.
latter years of college were disturbed
Downey,
and
Arthur Kelsey.
tice on Tuesday and Thursday at 4:30
Anne Ragan, with Raymond Harby poverty, and he was compelled to
Virginia
Parker,
with Mike Wiland 5:80. This means that each class
rison.
earn his living as a private tutor.
liams
and
Bill
Glass.
has exactly two more practices before
Grace Mayo, with John Eddy.
By the kindness of a friend named
Edna Brown, with William Freeze.
the meet.
Florence Mitchell, with Bill LineRichter, he was able to resume his
Frances Strickland, with Malcolm
weaver.
The class captains are: Seniors— university career and in 1775 he
Mildred Coffman, with Ford Irwin, Davis.
Sally Kent, Juniors— Sis Garrison, graduated as a doctor and qualified
Thelma Simmons, with Edgar~A.
Sophomores—Evelyn Wilson, and as privatdocent (private teacher). William Haltzman, and Guy Dlnges.
Phyllis Palmer, with Jimmie Car- Lester.
Freshmen—Frances Kagey.
They For fifteen years he held this position.
supervise class practices and help each
In 1770 he obtained the chair of roll, Collas Harris, Beverly Shultz,
logic
and metophysics at Konegs- Berryman Fitahugh, "Bus" Jones, and
Hints to Correspondents
girl in what ever she does.
berg.
Eleven years later appeared Fred Cook.
If you have a friend who doesn't
One of the most interesting events
Elizabeth Brinkley, with George answer your letter, you might do as a
the hjrtich of "Pure Reasoning." Thia
of the meet will be the class stunts.
book was expounded in all of the Dalton.
Topeka man did—write a letter to
Here is where one's originality as well leading universities and even peneAxle Brockett with Raymond Caw- this effect:
as swimming ability counts. As far trated into the scholos of the church thorne.
If you are sick, "Sympathy."
Margaret Beck, with Kenneth Rush, If you are engaged, "Congratulations"
as is known the stunts promise to be of Rome. Many philosophers used
it as the basis of their teachings, James Snider, Willie Brown, and Wil- If you are married, "Happiness."
amusing and clever.
while theologians applied it to Chris- bur Jenkins.
If you are busy, "Pardon interrputBe sure to be right on time at the tian doctrine and morality. Karl was
Evelyn Wolfe, with J. M. Shannon,
lon."
meet, ready to root vigorously for your held by some as a second Messiah. He E. G. Cox, and J. M. Bird.
If none of these, why in the Q. S. X.
class.
(Continuti te Pago 6, Column #.)
Margaret Ruth Roberts, with Tyson
X. Q. don't you write?"

DO YOU KNOW?

DR. SAWHILL SPEAKS OF
OPERATIC INTERESTS
The Student body had the pleasure
of taking a trip to two New York
opera houses Monday, February 25th
with Dr. Sawhill. The trip was imaginary and was taken in chapel.
Dr. Sawhill attended college at
Princeton which is half way between
Philadelphia and New York City.
Thus he had the splendid opportunity
to attend the operas which he loves
dearly. The two opera houses in New
York City are the Metropolitan and
the Manhattan. Dr. Sawhill described
the interior of each of these and advised upon good seats. He aso warned
against outside ticket sellers who
cheat people by raising the price of
the tickets.
Dr. Sawhill has had the opportunity
to hear many of the noted artists including Geraldine Farrar, Caruso and
Mary More.

h
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THOMPSON'S
BEAUTY SHOPPE

Finger and Marcell Waving
Permanent Waving
90 E. Market
Phone 525-R

NEW VICTOR RECORDS
Jahnny Marvin sings
"'Swwthesrts on Parade"
'Where the Shy Little Violets Grow"
Helen Kane ■ings
"Don't Be Like That"
"Me and the Man la the Moon"
NEW DANCE RECORDS
"My Suppressed Desire"
"Makin' Whoopee"
"Until You Get Somebody Else"
"Here Comes My Ball and Chain"
"I'm Bringing a Red Red Rose"
"Cotie West Little Girl Come West"
"Where the Shy Little Violets Grow"
"I want a Daddy to Cuddle Me"
Victor* Excluriv Dealer

VALLEY BOOK SHOP

"The Best in Drug Store Mer.
chandise and The Finest in
Drug Store Service"

REILLY DRUG CO
Incorporated
Kavanaugh Hotel Annex

Now Showing
New Spring Dresses

$5.00.

t0

$39.50

RALPH'S

Fletcher* Pharmacy
Try our Delicious Hot
Toasted Sandwiches
"Beat in Town"
Tho olad to too you ttoro

: GEORGE'S :
Candy Kitchen
Hot Lunches
Hot Coffee
Hot battered toasted
Sandwiches
No dish over 10c
Delicious Coffee
The best Home Made Candies
with the lowest price
College girls this is your first
stop and first up to date store
down town.
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THE BREEZE

Page Pirt

{Continued from Page 1, Column S.) tures life "behind the purdah," she
hereditary differences.
with many contrasts of bright colors also takes pains to tell what Indian
Mitosis, the indirect, and amitosis, and dark shadows. What makes this
AUNT ABIGAIL'S
the ready method are the two methods book differ from an ordinary travel- wor.:en themselves are doing to better
conditions. When she deals with
of cell division. From itosis developogue is the fact that Mrs. Williams child marriage she reminds her AmerHAPPY WISDOM
AARATIO HACKETT NEWMAN
jment it is emphasized that it is a
was so much more painstaking than ican reader that in fourteen StatesAaratio Newman relates that the cellular phenomenon and it is conthe average visitor in collecting her including New York, New Jersey and
natural sciences are divided into three trolled by axiate organization.
material and went off the beaten
Dear Miss Abigail:
Categories: 1-earth sciences includThere has been much discussion on track to attend the National Indian Pennsylvania—the marriageable age
When one of my prestige and dignity 'ng ^logy, Geopraphy, Paleoulatogy, the theory of ewlution and it is said Congress and similar gatherings for girls is only twelve years, and
suggests that "some of the indignaunite a faux pas
Mi in the presence
oresence of 2-Ph_ysical sconces including Physics (that it has been proven from the which the tourist never sees.
commits
tion
lavished on India might well be
eminent classmates, something must and ChemistryK3—biological sciences standpoint of science.
n
her
judgements
Mrs.
Williams
is
turned to reforming our own marbe done. A short while ago I had oc- including botany and zoology and
not censorious. If she describes cer- riage laws."
along
with
these
there
are
other
specasion to make an announcement in
(Continued from Page I, Column £.) tain unsanitary habits of bathing in
the senior djning hall. No facultly cialized branches.
"Understanding, India" is extremewag consulted as an oracle on all sacred places, she reminds the reader
One of the objects of this book is questions of casuistry—as for example
members vjere present, so I rang the
| of what Europe was like at the time ly readable and to a large extent
bell, gained the' attention of everyone, that of making clear the-hasic oneness on the lawfulness of inoculation for of the Black Plague. When she piclives up to its title.
AJKnatural science the small-pox.
made the announcement, and upon of all sciences.
concluding, turned to the faculty concerns itself with transformations
Karl was considered} one of the
table and said sweetly, "Thank you,L> of matter and of energy. The differworlds greatest thinkers. He divided
ence Detween
Mrs. Moody." All eyes were focused
the groups of sciences is
all knowledge into two classes: first,
in my direction, thus I was apprehend- ,a,'&e,y °* levels, and also of units,
that which is born in us, and, second,
Astronomv tlea!s
witn tne
ed and have had to face much snig-'
largest
that which we acquire from expermaterial un
gering. Meekly I seek you, Miss I
'ts, such as solar systems ience.
Abigail.
jand planets, With the largest space
In 1792 Karl, in full height of his
No need to sacrifice* Style for Comfort here.
Benumbedly yours,,
junitr- sueh as light-years.
Geology
conc ns itself
reputation,
was
involved
in
a
collision
Our New SpringyStyles are most comfortAnne Bullock I
^
chiefly with one As1
able to wear andby no means hard to look
tronomical unit, the earth, but over- with the Government on the question
of his religious
doctrines.
With
the
at. Dainty Pumps, Ultra-smart Straps and
laps
upon
Astronomy
in
dealing
with
"°
—
"■"!
""•"
•**>
Dear Anne:*
'■*#
Chic Ties Models. Footwear for every octhe solar system and upon, Chemistry I i™10" of the the°lo3*cal faculty of
casion and priced so reasonable too.
Fie on you, child, I can't imagine
j in dealing with the Chemical compo"
ineijn
compo-!hlS 0Wn un"«rsity, published his full
B The Government
in Konigsberg.
why such a trifle would upset you.|sitionii of
ui rocks.
I-UL-KS. Chemistry
^nemisiry and
ana Phymy-;j vTOrk
v, ,,
„ "
— -—.»...,.,.=..„
$4.95 $5.95 $6.95" Visit this Dept.
Haven't you ever heard one of our sics share the domain of molecules, | ^ infln«™ed as much by hatred
gifted professors say many times that atoms, and electrons. The units of Bi- , fear of the Fr^nch devolution,
one should always tell the truth be- ology are organisms, a word implying Oi which Karl was supposed to be a
cause no one will believe it anyway. definitiveness of arrangement, com- partician, as the love of Orthodoxy,
Face the facts, tell everybody that you plexity, and orderliness. The order- resented the act, and a secret cabinet
did it from force of habit, that it liness so manifest in the realms of order was received by him intimatslipped your mind that Mrs. Moody Astronomy, Biology, Physics, and ing the displeasure of the king,
wasn't there. Then the rabble will Chemistry, affords the material seel- Frederick William II, and exacting
a -pledge not to lecture or write on
think that you are joking and will ac- ing of life.
religious subjects in the future. Karl
claim you far and near as-a gerat
•
Huxley said, that life ha^ never
wit. Now it only took eighty one
kept his promise until 1797, when the
been observed except in some kind of king died. In 1798 he published his
words for me to settle what.was a
great problem to you, wasn't it easy? Protoplasm, and therefore must be'treatises "on the "Metaphysics of
due to the phy&ual, chemical, audar-1 Ethics," also his anthropology, and
Discursively yours,
ainzational properties of these sub- these were his last considerable woYk.
. Aunt Abigail.
VICTOR RECORDSstances. Protoplasm has eight differ- that he revised with his own hands.
ent properties: Chemical composition, He also issued in 1798 his "Strife of
Dear Aunt Abigail:
physical
properties,
metabolism, ine
65c
'
X
...
,
' the racuiities",
Faculties", in which aall of the
Hahtt/fs a pitiful thing. I am such growth,
reproduction, rhybmicity, ir- .
.
Harrisonburg, Va.
a vi/tim of habit that it caused me ritability, conductivity, and adapta- Stron«est P°ints of «• work on religPhone 5 5 •
much embarassment the-"other day. bility
ion weer urged afresh, and the cor*
I
Wit ab0 f man0ther
l L
r
ChemlatS have' made analysis of respondence that had passed between
c itv1ndt!'
he
• .
.,,
...
" ■I'.^i.v.pi.ioi;. aim IUUUU uiai uiere were i himself
"~" ™ and his censors was given to
ere re
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hydrates, Proteins and fats. Carbon

ITbeating heart I rushed
and rapidly
to sign up. In my haste I did not
pay strict atte ntion to what I was
doing. My date and I journeyed to
church. Upon our return, I discovered
that I hud signed up for a date with
a town boy whom I date rather often.
My consternation was monstrous.
How can I break such a habit?
Habitually yours,
Florence Mitchell.

heem to be the key clement in thocc
protoplasmic acompounds, it has
strong tendency to form chains, rings,
LEARN THE PIANO
and sperials of carbon atoms linked
IN TEN LESSONS
directly together. For some reason
carbon atoms seem to hold together
TENOR-BANJO OR
more fertmJy ja groups of six than in
MANDOLIN IN FIVE
larger or »majl#r group*. The carbon
LESSONS
atom may unite to form a stable close
ring ,or remain in the form of a
Without nerve-racking, heartloose-ended scries. The best known
Dear Florence:
breaking scales and exercises.
fats are lard, tallow, butter and olive
Once long ago I read a treatise on oil. Fats are compounds of glyceral
You are taught to play by note
habit formation. It went at length to and some of the higher fatty acids
in regular professional chord
tell the why and wherefore of habits. such as hutyric, stearic, and palmatic
style. In youn very first lesson
I could, I guess, refer you to that ar- acids. The significance of fats as part
you will be able to play a popular number by note.
ticle, but I've forgotten the article of living substance is that they have a
and the arthor and all about it I do high energy content. Proteins contains
SEND FOR IT ON APPROVAL
pot profess to be informed on this Nitrogen, Phosphorus, Sulphom, and
The "Hallmark Self-Instructsubject so I can merely suggest a iron. Amino acid moletules are called
or," is the title of this method.
simple way. Date more lads and then building atoms of proteins or by weldEight years were required to
you won't from force of habit put nig together vast molecules are built! perfect this great work.
The
HIS name down. Understand?
entire
course
with
the
necessary
up. Proteins undergo relatively great
examination sheets, is bound in
Offhandedly yours,
physical and chemical changes under
one volume. The first lesson is
Aunt Abigail. slight provocation. Water and salts
unsealed which the student may
are sodium, potassium, Ca. Mg. Fe,
ex,a min e and be his , own
Dear Aunt Abigail:
and Mn. These atoms are fied and have
"JUDGE and JURY." The later
It must be association that had the power of neutralizing and balancpart of the "Hallmark Self-Inbrought about the terrible state of ing one another, and of regulating
structor," is sealed.
affairs that are prevalent with me the normal chemical equilibrium of
Upon the student returning
now, but whatever the cause, the fact the organism.
any
copy of the "Hallmark Selfremains that I am absent minded.
Protoplasms are colloidal mixtures,
Instructor"
with the seal unSeveral days ago I started to dress the mixture sometime being so intibroken, we will refund in full all
for dinner, but before I was aware mate as to constitute an emulsion.
money paid.
of what I was doing I had disrobed Living protoplasm is able to use urjfes
This amazing Self-Instructor
and partially donned my pajamas. I own substance chiefly by processes of
will be sent anywhere. You do
don't mind being a bunny, but my
oxidation, and in so doing to release
not need to send any money.
roommate chortles at me.
Advice, energy in form of heat, and at the
When you receive this new
please.
same time producing chemical subsmethod of teaching, music,. deSheepishly yours;
tances less rich in energy. The strikposit
with the Postman the sum
'
Lucy Gilliam. ing fact of metabolism is that the acof ten dollars. If you are not
tual chemical constitution of living
entirely satisfied, the money
Dear Lucy: ..
substance is with the study of Biol- Lpaid will he returned in full,
Just a hasty note in reply to your ogy.
upon written request. The Publetter about absent mindedrjesa. If
Propertiesof life units depends upon
lishers are anxious to place this
your roommate is your only concern the orderly arrangement of materials
"Self-Instructor" in the hands
in the matter, din into her ears from of various kinds into complex units of
of music lovers all over the
morning tilk night that you are not a higher order, and this arrangement
country, and is in a position to
absent minded but preoccupied. That is the essential «eatu» of living
make an attractive proposition
always goes over big. Too bad I'm things. The smallest unit of living
to agents. Send for your copy
in such a hurry, maybe I'll do better material is the cell. Cells are mass
today. Addresa The "Hallmark
next time.
protoplasm containing a nueclus. The
Self-instructor" Station G, Post
0t*
Goo' bye,
nuekue varies in shape and is believed
Office, Box 111, New York, N. Y.
Aunt Abigail. to be the vehicle which transmits
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,DPrT, rnMTRTRTTTTnT\rck circumscribed regular polygans. jabout this time and it was used Ml
GREEK COiNlKlDUllUlN5| Heraclide2„ To him belongs the, in medicine, to determine the quality,
TO SCIENCE | distinction of teaching that the earth of drinking water.
Various optical illusions are menl turns on its own axis from west to
tioned by the Greeks, among them,
east in twenty four hours.
In Greece for the first time in the
The subjugation of Greece by that the sun appears larger when at
history of our race human thought Alexander the Great in 330 B. C. the horizon than at the zenith. Burnachieved freedom, and real science checked the further development of ing glasses were manufactured at an
became possible, although Greek civil- Greek science on its native soil. After early date. Ptolemy measured angles
ization and Greek science owed much Alexander's death in 323 his empire of incidence and of "refraction and
to Egypt and Babylania. And it is to was divided among his generals, | arranged them in tables. Spherical
the contributions of Greece, tracing Alexandria falling to Ptolemy. Here;, d parabolic mirrors were known to
an
the development of Science from its for. the next 700 years Greek science: the Greeks. To Euclid is attributed
earliest beginning thru the Alexan- had its chief abiding place and here
a WOrk dealing with phenomena of
drian age that we will now turn.
again great names testify to memor- reflection and here we find the earliest
The Greek Calendar was based on
refrnce to th forcus of a spherical
able deeds.
the lunar month, the year consisting
Euclid. "Euclid's Elements" have mirror. There is a story, probably
of 12 months, of 30 days each. About exerted an imense influence on the I fictitious, that Archimedes, defending
600 B. C. a correction was made, giv- devlopmnt of mathmatics and particu-1 Syracuse from the Romans, set fire
ing the year 365 days, and again in larly of mathematical pedagogy.
J to the ships when they came within
400 ,»B. C. Reton, the Athenian, pro
Archimedes was a geometer, analyst j bowshot of the walls,
posed a new calendar, resulting from
mathematician 3nd engineer. He en-, We know that electricity and maghis observations. Of this metoric
riched gometry, made important pro-1 neysm were known to the Greeks al-1
cycle the traditional rule for^ detergress in algebra and laid the founda-' though very little. It is said that
mining the date of determining Easter
tion of mechanics.
' Thales knew that ambar, when rubstill preserves traces.
Erastosthenes mad a systematic bedj will attract light bodies and that
In
of «
time thesun ,
in the measurement oi
Wve study of the data collect- something
(magnetic)
possessed
and moon sufficed for large-scale «
at Alexandria
power of attracting iron, any fables
measurement, but. the subdivision j
^
^^
mathe.
are told of magnetic power. One was
early became important. Early time, " *
a ceitain mountain pulled nails
matical
measurement depended
either on some
■"•***.^ ^ ..Greatj that
aepenaeaeier
3on,e|I
Q
distances.
from of
sun-dial as a natural
.
•
naturu. means,.
n™
^»\
„ Introduced, the
names »
r_'
01 sun-a.ai
There is a story of the suspension of |
or on an apparatus ana ogousto th^ hyperbo]a
;i <.>* i r**^ •>«— — — --— —»*»a
^ five
live thousand
vuvuoitiiu pound
p</»»" •..*■»»%««
statue .*•
in ~--air
hour glass as an artificial method. I ne
It was in Alexandria that human ;nnd also a a\mi\&r st:ry of Mohamwater clock was also used.
anatomy was first freely studied. In j med>s coffin
In Greek arithmetic the earliest
this connection two names have come
The Greeks paid soi.:e attention to
known numerals are merely the inidown to us as of
chief .mportance.
importance. Urology and it is in Athens that
oi
chiet
tials of the respective number words.
Two other systems came into use Herophilus and Erasistratus. Ttef™ fad ^ oldfiBt in8trument for oblater. In one of these the numbers «f» ™ * c ?" f°lto™°J serving the directions of the wind.;
from 1 to 24 are represented by the Hipocrates, while the 1 ^^ji Aristotle made a good observation on
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don't—well that's their hard
luck!
(Note to Freshmen: If you'll
drop in we'll tell you.)
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24 letters" of th lonion alphabet. In! * *** *■**?" ST^t d«w *"»» L *" ^ dew b tomed
Se others the letters represent man- "Ufi
MZ the d vis on '!-^ « <**» ™« ^ »*""•
bers but no longer in consecutive or-.^udied and de8C"bed *g d'~'j The knowledge of vocal and intruder. T^^^^y^^^^^^^^n^M music, said to have been posuse; but actual evidence in regard to " J» aS th; *gV"*"■£*jessed by ***** °* *"*' ^^
its form is very meagre.
, of the nerves- HeraPj,lus also ^ I demonstrates that the art of music is
It ™. n geoSy that Greek'^ .^ «J ^SZ^Si \*****> °lder tha" the the0ry
the Greek mind had a keen aesthetic!! anJ.the hvel, R "£" ** *™" i of acoustics. From Pythagoras the
11 * * t , „„j „„ section as well as anatomy was prac- itheory of harmonics dates back, alappreciation of bauty of form, and on •
though it is difficult to tell exactly
the other hand, a distinct-diadain for,! l.'c"d at Alexandria,
I what he did. He advanced the theory
the commercialized mathematics of
r„T™,„„n
that the seven planets are the seven
computation..
\ THE CONTRIBUTIONS
of the lyre, which give us the
In medicine, we meet before the fifth
OF THE GREEKS Strings
baut'iful "harmony of the spheres"
century only with the anatomist
TO SCIENCE not as poetry, but as physical philosoAlcmaeon, of the early medical at;
phy.. Aristotle knew that if the
Crotona, in Italy, and in natural
- We find the Greeks displaying won- length of a pipe is doubled, a vibraphilosophy with Eenophancs.
During the Fifth century, called derful creative genius in mathematics tion in it occupies double"the
the Golden Age of Greece, Greece metaphysics, literature, and art, but, In the Greeks wc find the earliest
witnessd that astonishing flowering of achieving little in natural science.! advocates of the atomic theory. Dethe Greek genius in literature and They made many speculations, but | m0critus taught that the world conmilitary glory which has made it ever did little experimenting to prove, &;sts 0f empty space and an infinite
| number of indivisible, invisibly small
since famous.
Trade prospered,1 them.
We find that Aristotle and Archi- atoms. He thought even the phenomwealth increasad, and for about a
century letters, art and science flour- medes are students of mechanics and ena of sensation and thought are thfc
ished as never before and never since. treat of these things in their writings. result of their union and separation.
In scince, as wll as in the othr arts, Aristotle told something of the theory This theory did not play any great
great names testify to memorable of the lever by stating that the greater part until much later when another
the distance of a force from the law was discovered.
deeds.
People have always wondered why
Parmenides introduced a system of fulcrum the easier the weight moves
because
it
describes
a
circle.
His
the
Greeks achieved less in the field
consecutive spheres. He also identiview
that
a
heavy
body
falls
faster
of
physical
research than any other.
fied the evening and morning stars,
and attributed the moon's brightness j than a light one has long since been Francis Bacon said that they went
to reflected light.
5hwn to be wrong, yet his views all too fast from sense and particulars
Eupedocles. Besides being attribu- play an important role in scientific up to the most general propositions.
ted the analysis of the universe into thought and therefore demand atten- Whewell says that they had in their
possesison facts and ideas, but that
the four elements:—earth, air, fire tion.
Archimedes is the true originator the ideas were not 'distinct and approand water, he is also the first sanitarof mechanics as a science. He gave priate to the facts. But these explaian of whom we have any record.
Anaxagoras. The squaring of the us the theory of the centre of gravity nations do not satisfy us. We find
circle, and the beginnings of perspec- and of the lever. It was h who said, all these Greeks finding an explanative are attributed to him. He ex- "Give^e a fulcrum on which to rest, tion, thinking it the real one, and
plained the moon's phases correctly and I will move the earth." We all resting in it as ultimate.
and also paved the way for the know the story of his finding whether
I King Hieron's crown was pure or (Continued from Page 2, Column B)
"atomism" of Democritus.
Democritus was a pupil of Levcip- alloy, and the consequent theory of mond, Mary T. Patteson, Petersburg,
pus, whose theories of empty space i floating or submerged bodies. He Anne Martin Sneed, ynchWg, Kathand material atoms he developed.
j astonished the court of Hieron by leen McCartney, Winchester, Annie
Hippocrates is called the "Father moving heavy ships by means of a R. Walker, Chairman and Recording
of Medicine." He advanced the famous collection of pulleys. He is credited Secretary, Herndon, Blanche Deal,
Chairman and Treasurer, Roanoke,
theory of the four humors, which was with the invention of war engines,
and Martha Pettit, Charlottesville.
with minor modifications for some and the endless screw which was used
Other officers of the Association are
2000 years afterwards th prevailing to drain ships. The force pump is
attributed to one of Aristotles pupils EdwHn Feller, Norfolk!, President;
theory of pathology.
Frank Tabor, Lynchburg, VioeHippeas did important work in Clesibius, and Vestruvius credits
President; and Mabel A. Lacey,
him
with
the
encient
fire-engine.
Also
math, inventing a curve called the
Norfolk, Press; and Monnie L. Ward,
he
is
credited
with
the
invention
of
quadratrix, serving for the solution
Norfolk, Corresponding Secretary.
th
hydraulic
organ,
the
water-clock,
of two of the three celebrated proband the catapaultl Heron, another Mrs. John P. Buchanan, Marion, Va.,
lems of Greek geometry..
Antiphon and Bryson made an in- pupil, showed the earliest application President of the Virginia Federation
terestin'g contribution to the'squaring of steam as a motive power. The I of Music Clubs, will preside for that
of the circle, by means of the inscrib- Greeks also' invented the hydrometer organization.
^
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